MINUTES OF
ELECTRONIC WORKSHOP
CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SANFORD
SANFORD, NORTH CAROLINA
-

The City Council met remotely through electronic connections (Office Suite HD software) on
Tuesday, January 1 1, 2022, at 6:00 p.m., with the Mayor Pro Tern Byron Buckels presiding from the
Council Chambers ofthe Sanford Municipal Center, 225 E. Weatherspoon Street. The following people
were connected (“present”) and participated remotely in the meeting:
Mayor Pro Tern Byron Buckels
Council Member Jimmy Haire
Council Member James Williams
Council Member Rebecca Wyhof Salmon
City Attorney Susan Patterson
Deputy City Clerk Vicki Cannady

Council Member Sam Gaskins
Council Member Charles Taylor
Council Member Norman Chas Post, III
City Manager Hal Hegwer
City Clerk Bonnie Davis
Management Analyst Holly Marosites

Absent:
Mayor T. Chet Mann

Call to Order
Mayor Pro Tern Buckels called the meeting to order.
Discussion on Design of Water Treatment Plant (Exhibit A)
Public Works Director Vic Czar explained that at the last workshop, discussion was held
regarding the water treatment plant expansion and that we had four partners with four interlocal
agreements to divide the share of the cost of the design of the expansion among the partners, on a
prorata basis based on the volume of water they wanted. Staff has not received Pittsboro’s interlocal
agreement yet and we have been told today that we will get it tomorrow. Staff sent an email to Pittsboro
to inform them that ifthey did not respond to us by Monday, January 1 7, 2022, we will move on without
them and look for additional partners and ifthey want to partner in the future, it may come at a premium
if we even have water to give them. Mr. Czar asked for a consensus that if we have to move on with
the design of the water plant without Pittsboro, we will take on their share of the design cost and we
would be looking for additional partners, as he felt we have other partners who would be interested.
We need to move on with the design and Pittsboro is holding up Holly Springs, Chatham County, and
Fuquay-Varina and that is not fair. He said Council could see the item Tuesday night in one of two
different ways; either with Pittsboro or without Pittsboro. If Pittsboro is out, the City’ s cost of the
design will increase and we will start looking for partners to share the cost.

Council Member Taylor asked Mr. Czar to remind Council of the share of Pittsboro’s cost of
the design and ifhe could share the potential partners. Mr. Czar replied the estimated cost is $1,787,583
and Wake County is interested in more water if they can get it and there could be a private partner in
Chatham County who is also interested. Council Member Williams asked ifthe proposed development
from Chatham Park to our airport, is part of the agreement with Pittsboro. Mr. Czar replied yes; they
are part of the agreement as that development is going to be in the Town of Pittsboro and they could
be putting up some of the money for Pittsboro to enter into the agreement.
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It was the consensus of Council Members to move forward with or without the Town of
Pittsboro participating. If Pittsboro does not participate, we would need to change our share of the
design cost.
Discussion Regarding Reinstatement of Covid Leave (Exhibit B)
Human Resources Director Christy Pickens explained that with the recent spike in Covid
positive cases; the City’s senior management team would like to recommend that we temporarily
amend our sick leave policy to allow employees to take Covid 1 9 leave hours. This would be for fulltime employees. We recommend amending the policy retroactive to December 1 because we have
seen the spike in Covid cases just following the Thanksgiving holiday. Of the cases she is aware of,
we have 33 cases presented since the Thanksgiving holiday. Ofthe 33 cases, twelve are still out either
for quarantine or isolation reasons (either they have been exposed to someone who is Covid positive
or they are Covid positive themselves. Staff recommends reinstatement of up to 20 hours we would
like for the $0-hour period to be extended through the end ofthis fiscal year, unless Council extends it
beyond that time based on the situation at that time. We would like Council’s perspective on whether
we should include both vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals as part of this reinstatement. There
are pros and cons to both ofthese things. No matter what Council decides to provide the reinstatement
of those hours to only our vaccinated staff, we would ensure that the employees who have an ADA
disability that prevents them from being vaccinated or those who sincerely hold a religious
belief/practice or observation, be included in the hours of availability. Staff believes that these hours
may reduce the employees stress they may be feeling at this particular time. Staffwould like to make
the time retroactive back to December 1 and provide those hours available through June 30, 2022.
,

Mr. Hegwer noted that he would like to hear feedback from Council but if they do not, staff
will proceed with the best option moving forward. We have encouraged our workforce population to
become vaccinated; however, we still have some unvaccinated. Ifyou don’t have any feelings either
way, staff will make a decision and move forward.
It was the consensus of Council Members by the raise of hand to allow staff to move forward.
Update on American Rescue Plan (Exhibit C)
City Manager Hal Hegwer explained that it is time to consider an update on the American
Rescue Plan dollars. There has been a lot of effort behind the scenes with two to three meetings with
Council Member Gaskins and Mayor Mann. A small committee was set up to start looking at this
plan. Staff has done some research and some clear guidance has been received. This will start the
conversation and will be the prelude to the budget. There have been some real decisions made at the
Treasury that will start to impact us going forward.

Financial Services Director Beth Kelly gave an overview ofExhibit B. She explained that Lee
County is allocated to receive $11,999,847; City of Sanford $9,588,012; and Broadway $409,845.
These funds will cover costs from March 3 2021 to December 3 1 2026. The funds have to be paid
out by December 3 1 2026.
These funds must be obligated or encumbered by contract or purchase
order by December 3 1 2024 There are a lot of compliance strings attached to it. She explained the
five categories in detail for ARPA allowable expenditures: Covid Public Health; Covid Economic
Impact; Replace Lost Revenue; Premium Pay and Infrastructure Investments. The city did not qualify
for the Replace Lost Revenue Category. It was based on a formula of a calculation that was listed out
in the first ruling, specially ofhow you would calculate this, which we did not qualify for based on the
revenue loss calculation as it was presented. The Premium Pay category is premium pay for essential
,
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workers offering additional support to those who have borne and will bear the greatest health risk due
to their service in critical infrastructure sectors. Infrastructure category relates to water and sewer.
Mrs. Kelly advised that these are public funds and even though ARPA may allow the City to
spend the money on eligible expenses, it is still required in North Carolina that we have to have the
authority under State law to spend those things. Just because it is ARPA eligible, it does not mean that
we automatically in North Carolina can spend it that way. Also, we have to follow both federal and
state compliance requirements, so our budget dictates following federal law requirements; however,
there is still issues we had with state law compliance that is different from federal law. Since we are
in North Carolina, we are required to follow both. You may other states in the United States where
they are using ARPA money certain ways that we are not allowed to use within North Carolina due to
state law authority. The City cannot give ARPA funds to nonprofits to help with their operational
expenses, but local governments may contract with nonprofits as subrecipients to spend the ARPA
funds, as long as it is ARPA eligible purpose but the local government has to already have local
statutory authority to undertake. We can’tjust contribute money to a non-profit to help them with their
operational expenses because we do not have authority, as a government, to do that. We have authority
under affordable housing; there are restrictions about using ARPA funds on anything that we would
not own. There are restrictions related to that even after the final ruling came out, as well as, you
cannot use the ARPA money to match certain grants and especially federal grants. You cannot use
the ARPA funds on any type of purchase of capital that the capital, real estate, or asset is going to be
used as collateral for a loan or any other type of collateral issues. There are still issue and restrictions
further than that related to funding non-profits or other types of expenses. The contract and the
contracting process must follow state law and the federal Uniform Guidance. She reiterated that the
City cannot grant or donate funds to a private entity even if it is a non-profit to support private entity
operation or capital needs, but we can contract to undertake programs or activities that we already have
statutory authority to perform, such as museums or art programs allowed. A local government may
contract with any private entity to undertake a program or activity that the local government has
statutory authority to perform. There are subrecipient requirements so even ifwe are able to contract
with non-profits or third party, they are still required to carry out the ARPA project and the City is
required to audit them and make sure they are following all uniform guidance processes so they can to
provide appropriate progress reports and financial reports to the City; be accountable to local
government for how it uses the federal funds provided under the sub-award agreement and follow
applicable federal rules regarding financial management, internal controls, cost principles and they
would be required to have audits.
Any non-profit or third party we deal with would be required to
have an audit. We would collect and provide financial performance data; we would get this information
from the third party or the non-profit and we would have to include that in the reports that we submit
on behalf of those funds. It is also important to remember that all funds are subject to Yellow Book
and single Audit Requirements, so there can be additional expenses for the City and any other passthroughs or sub-recipients’ restrictions, follow funds so that units must engage in sub-recipient
monitoring and the federal government can claw back funds if they are misspent. Funds received by
units and up to them to spend appropriately so there could be some approval requirements depending
on what type ofcapital is purchased ifany for ARPA with ARPA funds, but it is up to the unit to follow
the rules and make sure it is being spent appropriately.
Council Member Taylor asked if we do partner, the local government is on the hook for any
paybacks, not the not-profit. Mrs. Kelly replied yes. Mr. Taylor wanted to be sure that if the City
partnered with any private entity, that we still have a fiduciary responsibility. Mrs. Kelly replied yes;
we would have a subrecipient award agreement where we would say they have to follow certain things
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or they have to pay it back to the city but ultimately, as far as the U. S. Treasury’s concern, the city is
on the hook for it.
City Manager Hal Hegwer wanted to talk about premium pay. He mentioned that this recent
guidance opens the doors for the funding we have and it basically allows up to $1 0 million. The City
received less than $1 0 million but you can spend up to $ 1 0 million. He would like for Council to start
thinking about what they would like to do. It was going to difficult to determine how to spend the
funds in a manner that would be beneficial to the City, public, and all parties involved. He said the
one thing that has been clear from the beginning with this act is Premium Pay. It says to provide
premium pay for essential workers. Under the federal government and what he feels Congress intended
was the essential workers who were out on the forefront and who were bearing the greatest health risk
because of their service such as police officers, firefighters and public works employees; so basically,
all local government employees fall within that category as being eligible for premium pay. One of
the things you have seen is the schools have progressed on premium pay for their employees and Lee
County recently did also. He asked Council Members ifthey were interested in giving City employees
a premium pay bonus. It is very clear that we can offer that to the employees and staff has discussed
it and felt everyone should be treated the same. Some employees were encouraged to go home for a
week or two and that was intended to safeguard everyone and carry on and provide essential services
to the public.
Human Resources Director Christy Pickens explained that as employees have assumed some
additional burdens and made a lot of personal sacrifices and demonstrated a lot of creativity and
flexibility during this particular time period. The employee morale has generally been good over the
two-year period. She felt some employees are concerned about the long-term effect of this virus on
their personal health and well-being, their finances and job stability. She felt the premium pay will
help us recognize some of those adjustments that they have had to make over this time period. The
governor signed some executive orders that asked that we have a stay-at-home and staff took all the
appropriate actions to accommodate it and sent individuals home who could work from home. They
worked from home and provided the same level of service as the employees who were on the frontline
performing those duties. She added that for the two-year period, our employees have continued to
provide those services uninterrupted. The recommendation they are presenting to Council tonight is
to provide something similar to what the County has done $1 ,000 per employee. It would be a lump
sum payment and Mrs. Kelly has the financial details ofwhat the estimated cost would be. We would
like to implement that across the board at $1 ,000 each for the employees working during this Covid
pandemic. The employees who have left the City, at this point, would not be considered eligible
employees for retro payment and that is according to the final rule. It is unfortunate but we will be
able to accommodate the employees who are actively employed and work for the city over that time
period. According to the specific final rule, the individuals who tele-worked during that time period
would be ineligible under the ARPA rule, so staffis seeking Council’s approval to use funding through
the General Fund and Utility Fund for those few individuals. The work that was performed during that
time period is spelled out in the rule and it indicates that it is regular, in-person interaction with the
public, with patients or co-workers of the individual performing that work. It also includes physically
handling of materials or items that were handled by patients, public, and co-workers, etc. It is being
recommended a $ 1 ,000 per individual; there is a threshold that is in place according to the final rule
and that threshold indicates that our ineligible employees for ARPA funding purposes would be any
individual whose total compensation is above the average annual wage of more than 1 50 percent. You
take the higher of the annual wage of either the County’s wage or the State’s wage. In this case, the
State’s wage is $51,010; so, 150 percent ofthat amount would be $76,515. Any exempt employee
-
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who makes over $76,5 1 5 would be ineligible under the ARPA rules and those would be the employees
looking for receive funding through the General fund or the Utility Fund.
Mr. Hegwer stated that other employees would be ineligible who teleworked under ARPA rules.
We think all our employees are important and would like to provide premium pay for all ofthem. We
would not want to penalize workers who worked from home because that was intended to encourage a
safe working environment. This is a proposal and it up to Council for consideration. Staffwould like
to get a consensus from Council to move forward with the premium pay.

Mrs. Kelly explained that the final rules was issued last Thursday. It looks like we are allowed
to spend up to $ 1 0 million related to government services without qualifying for the revenue loss
calculation based on how the calculation was originally submitted. There are still restrictions that have
to be followed related to this even it opens up for more governmental services to be as allowable
expenses. There are some restrictions on capital being purchased. There is some discussion possibly
on having to approve different capital expenses over $5,000; this may be addressed later in the final
rule with some FAQ following up the final rule as they did with the first version of the interim rule.
There are additional restrictions; we have to basically have to own whatever we are spending money
on. We would not be able to give it away to somebody else to do a building that they owned. We
would need to spend it on a building we own and would not be allowed to be used as collateral on a
loan or any other type lien. They want to make sure it stays with the local government. The issue with
capital is that you eventually sell capital. She prefers not to use it on any type of capital such as a
knuckle boom. We would buy the knuckle boom and then sell it in seven years and then there are
issues and restrictions on what you can do with that. She prefers to use the funds on projects or general
services that we would not worry about tracking or having to pay back at a later date based on the sale
of those types of capital assets. Staff is still waiting on further clarifications and interpretations from
the School of Government and the U. S. Treasury.
Mrs. Kelly explained that there also other considerations related to the state funding the city
received with earmarks for the water and sewer, as well as, the Depot money. We have $ 1 0,000 in
mural funding for projects and the local government partners that was discussed at the Interlocal
Committee meeting last week. We want to try and not overlap any projects with Lee County and
Town of Broadway. Regarding federal funding, more information is coming out about infrastructure
investment andjobs bill; there will be money available for that and will need to see restrictions on these
issues.
City Manager Hal Hegwer stated that he feels we can now start honing in on some decisions.
If you think about things we will own, those will be safe such as water lines; something we are not
going to dispose of. This opens the door where we can sit down at retreat and make some decisions
on what to do with these funds.
Mrs. Kelly added that it is important that, however, we spend the
funds, ifwe add a program or a project, we need to make sure we have future operating revenue to help
offset those future expenses. We do not want to use this money to supplement some operating expenses
and in three years, we do not have that money and we have to come up with the difference through that
year’ s budget. We need to be careful and make sure we have a plan on future expenses related to those
types of services.
It was the consensus of Council to give all employees a one-time premium pay bonus of $1,000
because our employees have worked hard through the pandemic for the city and its citizens.
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Mrs. Kelly stated that one scenario is the net of $1 ,000; each employee would receive $1 ,000
net which we would gross it up to cover retirement, 401k, FICA, Medicare so we would gross it up to
net $1,000 for all employees. Ifwe net $1,000 to each employee, it would cost approximately $530,000
using ARPA funding for the eligible employees from the 10 and 3 0 Fund employees and about
$1 1 0,000 funded through the General Fund and about $3 6,000 to $40,000 from the Utility Fund. She
cannot give an exact number because Human Resources Director Christy Pickens and she had to go
through a list of employees based on the first criteria which was the dollar amount pay, and over the
1 50 percent excluded. There have been some provisions within the final rule about some non-exempt
versus the exempt employees so some of that could change the numbers up or down. Based on her
and Mrs. Pickens’s conversations regarding on who was able to work from home, she has done a
conservative guess as to how much the City would have to pay out of the 1 0 Fund and 3 0 Fund and the
balance would come from ARPA ifthe employees are eligible to pay from those funds. She and Mrs.
Pickens will get with each employee to get some clarification as to who is eligible and who is not.
The consensus from Council was to move forward with the premium pay.
Discussion Regarding Affordable Housing (Exhibit D)
Community Development Director Marshall Downey, Community Development Manager
Karen Kennedy and Planner I Rachel Picard explained what is affordable housing versus workforce
housing, AMI, cost-burden, and how that plays into the issue of affordable housing; where Sanford is
compared to other communities/neighboring communities and their successes.

Planner I Rachel Mann stated that she and her husband sold their house in Sanford to pay off
her student loan debt. They sold the house and profited but the issue is she could not find a place
affordable in the market. The houses start at $200,000 and anything lower than that, needs a lot of
work and rentals are roughly $2,000 a month and that is high. She and her husband both have college
degrees and they cannot find affordable housing and she cannot imagine what it would be like for lowincome individuals.
Mrs. Mann explained that HUD’s definition of affordable housing is defined as housing on
which the occupant is paying no more than 30 percent oftheir gross income for housing costs and that
includes rent/mortgage, utilities and taxes) and if you are spending no more than 30 percent of your
gross income on housing, then that housing is affordable to you. To understand the housing market,
the housing market is not going to create housing that is affordable for low- or moderate-income
families on its own; this is the group that we need to create affordable housing. She stated that costburdened individuals are those who are paying more than 30 percent oftheir income on rent/mortgage.
If an individual is paying more than 50 percent of their income then they are severely cost burdened.
In Sanford today, 33 percent of households are cost burdened and in Lee County, 29 percent are cost
burdened. Per the 201 9 Lee County Housing Study performed by Triangle J Council of Governments,
nearly one in three residents pay more than 30 percent. The report also states there is a gap of 1,044
affordable rental units. She displayed a graph (Exhibit D) of cost burdened households by other
counties.
Community Development Manager Karen Kennedy explained Area Median Income (AMI).
The median income for Lee County with the most recent information is $6 1 ,000 a year. She referred
to the information (received from HUD) that staff is now using in the urgent repair program broken
down by family size and when they are working with those programs, listed in the exhibit as
“Understanding Median Income” and “202 1 Home Income Limits for Lee County.” There are different
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organizations locally, that offer housing and services. The Sanford Housing Authority can go up to
no more than 80 percent in its Section 8 program as for up to 50 percent. Habitat for Humanity works
only with low-income families in the 30 to 60 percent range and Brick Capital can go to 30 percent up
to 120 percent AMI. Ms. Kennedy spoke about the different types ofhousing needs.
Mrs. Mann noted that there is a big lack of affordable units in Sanford and Lee County.
Triangle J performed a study in 2019 and there is an estimated total of 3 ,1 1 5 affordable rental units but
there are 4,844 low-income households so that shows there is a severe lack of rental units. Another
reason why affordable housing is needed is because businesses have a harder time recruiting and
retaining workers because there is nowhere for workers to live. Population growth is another big issue;
1,506 new people moved to Sanford between 2019 and 2020.
Mrs. Mann presented an update as to what other municipalities are doing to help with affordable
housing (listed in Exhibit D). Staffis doing a major overall ofthe Unified Development Ordinance to
increase density, etc.; partnerships with local nonprofits; housing rehabilitation programs and
preservation of existing affordable units by SHA. She added that we may need to do a more specific
affordable housing study for Sanford so we would know what our true need is here.
Community Development Director Marshall Downey explained that the City is having a major
overall in our residential code in the Unified Development Ordinance, in our development regulations.
They are trying to update the code where having a second, smaller dwelling unit on a property would
be allowed by right. You would work with staff; you would be allowed to have what is called an
“Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU).” Even though it is not a direct impact on the affordable housing,
it does help providing housing stock and generally improves the affordable housing in the community;
Increasing density does the same thing. Making it easier to do duplexes in the residential districts,
such as relaxing some of the standards for lot size to make it more flexible for developers; the idea is
you are creating density and making it more amenable to create more housing capacity in the urban
core where you have existing utilities. Mr. Downey explained that staff is trying to get developers to
have a different product type of homes, which by default might have different price points, so we do
not have 1 ,000 units of the same size and same product. They will have different ranges of density and
different ranges ofproduct. They are trying to get the private development community to at least help
compliment what we might want to do with affordable housing initiatives.
Community Development Manager Karen Kennedy stated that Council was familiar with 53
Housing Connect, which is a partnership the city helped to create in 201 7 and has brought about some
awesome partnerships with Outreach Mission, Bread of Life, Partnerships for the Extreme Weather
Shelter, Salvation Army (joining the current Navigation center), family Promises, Programs for
transitional housing, the Linden Avenue Project.
Community Development Manager Karen Kennedy explained that Partnerships with local
nonprofits such as Brick Capital Community Development Corporation (BCCDC), Habitat for
Humanity and the Housing Authority’s nonprofit arm, which include Matthews court, Garden Street,
Gilmore Terrace and 226 Linden Avenue, and Stewart Manor helps provide affordable housing. She
said currently the city maintains ownership ofthe Wilrik Hotel. The Wilrik Hotel has several units for
affordable housing and there are several units, if we could find a way to renovate them, that could be
leased and could be possible local funding sources; this could be a place for immediate focus. She
explained the City’s strategies and partnerships with local groups to tackle affordable housing and
homelessness (see Exhibit D).
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Rachael Mann commented that another strategy is local government subsidization and policy.
She said a perfect example of non-profits and government working together is match release program,
which is something that she and Brick Capital researched extensively. She said this is basically a nonprofit entering into a lease agreement with a landlord and the tenant would become a sub-tenant and
rent is subsidized.
Community Development Director Marshall Downey commented that most common strategies
and assistance that Sanford has had (Brick Capital, Habitat, Sanford Housing Authority) are based on
this. Mr. Downey talked about the American rescue plan. He said there were lot of strings to it (a onetime contribution; lower income tax credits, which are competitive). Mr. Downey discussed developer
incentives-poor profit developers. In discussions he has had with local developers this option does not
seem very promising.
Mr. Downey said the next step is for staff to provide City Council with information to start
thinking about if you want to do something different that we are not already doing. He explained to
Council those other areas are considering Housing Bond, a dedicated annual funding for affordable
housing (example: Chatham County does a $200,000 Housing Trust Fund) a Direct allocation (a Penny
for Housing Tax) these are examples of a dedicated fund source. Mr. Downey said that last option was
an “Angel Investor”, but he has never seen a true full-profit developer do this.
Rachael Mann discussed examples of Bond Funding that larger cities such as Raleigh have
adopted, and could look like here in Sanford. Marshall Downey commented that he found the larger
cities did not put all ofthe funds in one nonprofit; they spread it out, attacking from multiple directions.
Council Member Taylor commented that he thinks Community Development Director Marshall
Downey comment alluding to accessory dwelling units is a step in the right direction with our Unified
Development Ordinance, which allows for a property owner to add another dwelling unit on the same
property as their dwelling. Mr. Taylor commented that Raleigh approved a law to allow tiny homes
built to be built on a single lot, which they call cottage courts. He said he believed their law allows
thirty units in a property zone district, in a tiny home community. Mr. Taylor asked Marshall Downey
what is opinion of this as we approach discussions regarding our multi-family Unified Development
Ordinance.
Community Development Director Marshall Downey said currently, a tiny home is just a
home as long as it meets the state building codes; passes our building inspections, and as long as all
the building criteria under current zoning, and proposed new zonings are met can build a supplement
structure on the same lot as to primary home; as long as it is not an RV or Mobile Home type home.
A mobile home verses a modular could look alike but a modular home is built to state building code
regulations. Private codes and covenants would also have to observed. He commented that it appears
that Raleigh has a village concept with a collection of tiny houses. Mr. Downey said he believed they
this could be weaved into our UDO changes.
Council Member Taylor commented that he believes this is a greater initiative and is one way
Raleigh is tackling the lack of affordable housing and he thinks there is a design standard for it and a
fertile ground to evolve in Sanford.
Mayor Pro Tem Buckels commented the he sees an appetite for a tiny home community in
Sanford,
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Council Member Gaskins voiced concerned about the area median income of $61 ,000, and
asked what geographic area is this income; is it just Lee County or does it extend beyond Lee County.
Community Development Manager Karen Kennedy said every year HUD puts out this information,
based beyond on income data they collected. The is specifically for Lee County and is the most current
information. The area median income means that half of the households in the region earn more than
the median and half earn less than the median. This may differ from the average income, and she said
she did not have the average income for Lee County, but she will get it for Mr. Gaskins. Community
Development Director Marshall Downey said he will check into how these numbers area generated.
City Manager Hegwer commented that staff wanted to bring this before Council for discussion
and to present ideas on how to help with affordable housing. He said this is a topic more for a retreat.
He said we have had good discussion. Most of our efforts in past has been more of a legacy involving
land and other considerations. Now there is an issue of supply with housing. During retreat, Council
can think outside the box of some other efforts we might make toward affordable housing, such as a
bond. At the end of the day, it all comes down to budget and revenue.
Other

Council Member Haire commented that he agreed with Council Member Gaskins voiced
concerning the area median income of $6 1 ,000. He said there were so many variables that go along
with these types ofnumbers; it is a complicated issue. He said he agrees with Mr. Gaskins that $61 ,000
is not accurate.
Council Member Salmon added that she considered these discussions a healthy start to the
retreat. We have really good resources through the TJCOG and we can take advantage of their
expertise.
Council Member Taylor offered condolences to the family of Carol Carlson. He added that
Mrs. Carlson had quite an impact in Ward 2 and that she was active in a lot of things. Mr. Taylor
encouraged everyone to be careful as we work through Covid. He said he was glad provisions were
reinstated for employees.
Closed Session
Attorney Patterson asked for a motion to go into closed session in accordance with North
Carolina General Statute 143-318.ll(a)(3) Council Member Gaskins made a motion to go into closed
session in accordance with N.C.G.S. 143-3 18.1 l(a)(3), to consult with an attorney employed or
retained by the public body to preserve the attorney client privilege. The motion was seconded by
Council Member Salmon, and carried unanimously through roll call vote.

Council recessed at 7:55 PM for a recess.
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Council Member Gaskins made a motion to adjourn the meeting; seconded by Council Member
Salmon, the motion carried unanimously through roll call vote.
ALL EXHIBITS CONTAINED HEREIN ARE HEREBY INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE
AND MADE A PART OF THESE MINUTES.
Respectfully Submitted,
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